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Abstract 
Using Gray and McNaughton’s (2000) revised Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory (r-RST), we 
examined the influence of personality on processing of words presented in gain-framed and 
loss-framed anti-speeding messages and how the processing biases associated with 
personality influenced message acceptance. The r-RST predicts that the nervous system 
regulates personality and that behaviour is dependent upon the activation of the Behavioural 
Activation System (BAS), activated by reward cues and the Fight-Flight-Freeze System 
(FFFS), activated by punishment cues. According to r-RST, individuals differ in the 
sensitivities of their BAS and FFFS (i.e., weak to strong), which in turn leads to stable 
patterns of behaviour in the presence of rewards and punishments, respectively. It was 
hypothesised that individual differences in personality (i.e., strength of the BAS and the 
FFFS) would influence the degree of both message processing (as measured by reaction time 
to previously viewed message words) and message acceptance (measured three ways by 
perceived message effectiveness, behavioural intentions, and attitudes).  Specifically, it was 
anticipated that, individuals with a stronger BAS would process the words presented in the 
gain-frame messages faster than those with a weaker BAS and individuals with a stronger 
FFFS would process the words presented in the loss-frame messages faster than those with a 
weaker FFFS. Further, it was expected that greater processing (faster reaction times) would 
be associated with greater acceptance for that message. Driver licence holding students (N = 
108) were recruited to view one of four anti-speeding messages (i.e., social gain-frame, social 
loss-frame, physical gain-frame, and physical loss-frame). A computerised lexical decision 
task assessed participants’ subsequent reaction times to message words, as an indicator of the 
extent of processing of the previously viewed message. Self-report measures assessed 
personality and the three message acceptance measures. As predicted, the degree of initial 
processing of the content of the social gain-framed message mediated the relationship 
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between the reward sensitive trait and message effectiveness. Initial processing of the 
physical loss-framed message partially mediated the relationship between the punishment 
sensitive trait and both message effectiveness and behavioural intention ratings. These results 
show that reward sensitivity and punishment sensitivity traits influence cognitive processing 
of gain-framed and loss-framed message content, respectively, and subsequently, message 
effectiveness and behavioural intention ratings. Specifically, a range of road safety messages 
(i.e., gain-frame and loss-frame messages) could be designed which align with the processing 
biases associated with personality and which would target those individuals who are sensitive 
to rewards and those who are sensitive to punishments. 
Keywords: Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory, cognitive processing, message 
acceptance, message framing, road safety, speeding behaviour. 
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Individual Differences in Drivers’ Cognitive Processing of Road Safety Messages 
1. Introduction 
Speeding behaviour accounts for 25% to 30% of all driver fatalities in developed 
countries (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2011). While a range 
of health messages have targeted speeding behaviour, studies assessing individual differences 
in the cognitive processing of message information are largely lacking. Health messages are 
commonly used in advertising to persuade individuals to act in accordance with the message 
(Lewis, Watson, & White, 2008a). Health messages can be framed to represent a loss, 
focusing on negative consequences (e.g., ‘by not obeying the speed limits, you are increasing 
your risk of crashing’) or a gain, focusing on the positive consequences (e.g., ‘by obeying the 
speed limits, you are decreasing your risk of crashing’). In road safety specifically, messages 
often use loss frames (e.g., threat of life; Donovan & Henley, 1997). However, studies have 
found that gain-framed messages and evoking positive emotions may be more effective at 
persuading certain groups of individuals, such as males, to adopt safer driving behaviours 
(Lewis, Watson, & White, 2008a, 2010). 
Health messages can also be classified based on message types (e.g., physical and 
social themes; Donovan & Henley, 1997). Physical themed loss messages emphasise the 
aversive physical consequences/outcomes (e.g., crash) that may be associated with engaging 
in the targeted behaviour. Whereas social themed loss messages highlight the social 
consequences/outcomes (e.g., social disapproval) that one may experience from not 
complying with a message. Further, both message types can be framed as gain-framed 
messages whereby, for instance, a gain-framed physical message may focus on avoiding 
injury while a gain-framed social message may focus on receiving social approval. 
Message acceptance relates to the extent to which individuals are persuaded by, and in 
turn alter their attitudes, intentions, and/or behaviour, to be consistent with the message 
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(Dillard, Shen, & Vail, 2007). Message acceptance can be measured directly (e.g., self-report 
ratings of message effectiveness) or indirectly (e.g., self-report ratings of attitudes and 
behavioural intentions). Theoretical (e.g., Theory of Planned Behaviour; Ajzen, 1991) and 
previous empirical evidence suggests that both attitudes and behavioural intentions predict 
subsequent behaviour. Regarding speeding behaviour in particular, Lewis, Watson, and 
White (2008b) found that drivers’ pre-existing attitudes towards positive and negative 
emotional anti-speeding appeals were predictors of self-reported message acceptance (as 
measured by behavioural intentions). Thus, both theoretical and empirical evidence suggests 
that individuals who show favourable attitudes and greater intentions to comply with a 
message may be more inclined to alter their actual behaviour in accordance with a message’s 
recommendations. However, for a message to be accepted, an individual must first attend to 
and process the message content. Individual differences in personality styles may influence 
processing of persuasive health messages and thereby influence rates of self-reported 
message acceptance. 
Gray and McNaughton’s (2000) revised Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory (r-RST) 
suggests that different groups of individuals, based on their personality, process information 
in their environment (e.g., health messages) differently, which affects subsequent behaviour. 
This theory proposes that three major systems underlie behavioural responses: the 
Behavioural Activation System (BAS), the Fight-Flight-Freeze System (FFFS) and the 
Behavioural Inhibition System (BIS). The BAS is a theorised reward system and is sensitive 
to cues of reward and non-punishment. Individuals high on BAS are theoretically more 
sensitive to and likely to approach stimuli which are associated with signals of reward, such 
as gain-frame messages. The FFFS is a theorised threat response system and is activated by 
punishment cues. Individuals high on FFFS are more sensitive to and likely to avoid stimuli 
which are associated with signals of punishment, such as loss-frame messages. The BIS 
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resolves goal conflict that may arise between the BAS and the FFFS. While the BIS is of 
theoretical interest, it requires simultaneous activation of the BAS and FFFS or goal conflict 
within the BAS or within the FFFS (Corr, 2008), and was not examined in the current study. 
This study explored the first key issue of the extent to which the BAS and the FFFS are 
involved in information processing of word content for physical and social gain-framed and 
loss-framed anti-speeding messages. 
Gray’s (1970, 1987) original Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory has been applied in 
previous self-report studies examining the impact of personality traits on health message 
acceptance (e.g., Mann, Sherman, & Updegraff, 2004; Shen & Dillard, 2007). Such research 
has generally found that gain-frame message stimuli activated the original Behavioural 
Approach System and loss-frame message stimuli activated the original Behavioural 
Inhibition System1. To the authors’ knowledge there has been an absence of published 
research that has investigated the impact of Gray’s original Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory 
on the processing of and persuasive outcomes of health messages that have targeted speeding 
behaviour. Further, research has yet to objectively examine if the r-RST traits influence 
message acceptance or, importantly, if such a relationship is mediated by initial processing 
biases aligned with r-RST traits. 
Daily, individuals are exposed to many advertisements which aim to persuade them to 
adopt healthier lifestyles. However, with many of these messages focusing on physical 
threats, individuals with a stronger BAS may be less attentive towards and less persuaded by 
these threat based message cues. Thus, research is needed to assess the relationships between 
r-RST traits, processing biases towards message content and subsequent message acceptance. 
While it is acknowledged that personality factors are not amenable to change, it is of value to 
                                                            
1 In Gray’s original Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory, the Behavioural Inhibition System was sensitive to 
aversive cues. 
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recognise that individuals could potentially respond to messages based on these individual 
differences (i.e., BAS and FFFS) and, therefore, a range of messages could be intentionally 
designed to target a specific group (or groups) of individuals, particularly those groups that 
are found to be at higher risk. 
1.1. The present study 
Responses to reward stimuli and punishment stimuli were examined independently by 
applying a between-groups design that manipulated message theme and frame (i.e., exposure 
to either a physical or social gain-framed message or physical or social loss-framed message), 
respectively. Both physical and social themed anti-speeding message were included in this 
study as these message types represent long-standing and common approaches within road 
safety advertising campaigns. It would be expected that the gain and loss aspects of the 
messages would be associated with processing effects rather than the physical or social nature 
of the message and, thus, similar effects of these message types should be found for their 
respective gain and loss-frame conditions. 
To test processing biases towards gain-frame and loss-frame message content, a 
lexical decision task was devised using key words (nouns, adjectives, and verbs) taken from 
the anti-speeding messages. Words that share common associations with one another are 
connected by pathways in the semantic networks, with faster reaction times indicative of 
more recent activation of these pathways (Collins & Loftus, 1975). That is, individuals are 
quicker to respond to stimuli that have recently been processed and activated in the brain’s 
memory network (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). Therefore, faster reaction times to 
words taken from a previously viewed message can be interpreted as reflecting recent 
activation of that information in the semantic network, and by extension, processing biases 
between and within individuals of the semantic content of the message. The lexical decision 
task has been used in previous research (e.g., Borkenau, Paelecke, & Yu, 2010) to examine 
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the extent to which approach and avoidance traits are involved in processing pleasant and 
unpleasant word stimuli. 
1.2.  Aims and Hypotheses 
This study aimed to examine if the BAS and the FFFS traits were associated with 
processing biases towards message content of both physical and social gain-framed and loss-
framed anti-speeding messages, respectively. Further, it also assessed if this processing bias 
influenced message acceptance (as measured by self-reported ratings of message 
effectiveness, behavioural intentions, and attitudes). It was hypothesised that participants 
with a stronger BAS who were exposed to the physical or social gain-framed anti-speeding 
messages would show greater processing of these messages than those with a weaker BAS 
and this processing bias would predict higher ratings of message effectiveness, behavioural 
intentions and attitudes regarding speeding behaviour. Furthermore, it was predicted that 
participants with a stronger FFFS would show greater processing of the physical or social 
loss-framed anti-speeding messages than those with a weaker FFFS and this processing bias 
would predict greater message effectiveness, behavioural intentions, and attitude ratings. 
2. Method 
2.1. Participants 
University students (N = 110) were recruited via email and online advertisements. 
Two participants were excluded due to missing data on key measures. Analyses were based 
on 108 participants (75 female) who were all holders of a current driver’s licence. 
Participants were aged from 17 years to 54 years (M = 24.18, SD = 8.64). Two different types 
of reimbursements were used to recruit a wider range of university students.  The majority of 
participants were first-year students (83%) who received course credit for their time. All 
other participants received an entry into a draw to receive one of five AUD$20 shopping gift 
cards. Participants were randomised across groups which should have functioned to control 
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for any potential effects of reimbursement differences. All participants provided written 
informed consent prior to data collection. 
2.2. Design and Analysis 
A between-groups design was employed with participants randomly assigned to view 
one of four anti-speeding messages on a computer screen (29 viewed the physical gain-
framed message, 25 the social gain-framed message, 29 the physical loss-framed message, 
and 25 viewed the social loss-framed message). The independent variables were the two 
personality traits (BAS and FFFS scores) and the dependent variables were the three message 
acceptance measures (perceived message effectiveness, behavioural intentions, and attitudes 
scale scores). Figure 1 presents a diagram of the study’s design. Mediation analyses were 
used to test the influence of the BAS and the FFFS traits on the processing of words 
presented in the gain-framed and loss-framed anti-speeding messages and how these 
processing biases influenced message acceptance. 
2.3. Measures and Procedure2 
Participants were tested at individual computer stations within a quiet university 
laboratory, with sessions comprising one to five participants and taking approximately 30 
minutes. Based on their randomly assigned group, participants viewed one of four anti-
speeding messages (i.e., physical gain-frame, social gain-frame, physical loss-frame or social 
loss-frame).  Past research has compared gain and loss-frame messages that focus on different 
behaviours and thus any difference in effects in these studies could be confounded by 
issue/behaviour type (see Donovan, 1995). Unlike this previous research, the gain and loss-
frame messages in this study were matched in terms of their focus on speeding behaviour 
(e.g., 400 lives saved vs. 400 lives lost in the physical message). By presenting identical 
information in the gain and loss-frame message conditions with the only difference being 
                                                            
2 Only measures relevant to this paper are detailed. 
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whether or not the message was framed to represent a gain or a loss, the study’s findings can 
be interpreted as reflecting message frame instead of other message effects (e.g., type of 
behaviour) which could potentially influence participant responses to the message stimuli3. 
The messages were presented on a laptop (14.1˝ screen size; 1200 x 800 resolution) 
prior to completion of a lexical decision reaction time task that consisted of 24 words taken 
from the messages. Shorter reaction times to the message words were interpreted as reflecting 
greater semantic processing of the anti-speeding message (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). 
Equivalent non-words were created by changing one letter from each stimulus word. The task 
also included 57 foil word and non-word pairs. Instructions were presented on the computer 
screen and participants completed six practice trials prior to the main task. Participants were 
instructed to focus on a fixation point (+) in the centre of the computer screen and then to 
make a judgement as fast and accurately as possible as to whether letters presented on the 
screen formed a word or non-word. A total of 162 word and non-word strings were randomly 
presented one at a time, 500 milliseconds after participants responded by pressing ‘1’ for 
word or ‘2’ for non-word. The target stimuli remained on the screen until participants 
responded. 
Past research has found that various factors such as word length and word frequencies 
influence reaction time to word stimuli (e.g., Balota, Cortese, Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & 
Yap, 2004). Thus, in this study the word stimuli ranged from three to nine letters and were 
matched between message conditions on word frequencies using the SUBTLEXUS lexical 
corpus (Brysbaert & New, 2009). The SUBTLEXUS lexical corpus is an American English 
frequency database that enables researchers to assess or control for word frequency effects 
(i.e., due to differences in how often different words are used in the English language). Three 
participants were excluded as outliers from further analyses as their mean reaction times to 
                                                            
3 All four anti-speeding messages are provided in the Supplement. 
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the word stimuli exceeded 800 milliseconds. Similar mean frequency values were obtained 
for physical (M = 571.29) and social (M = 561.26) message word stimuli. The mean 
percentage of correct responses for participants who viewed the social messages was 98% 
(SD = 2.5%) and for participants who viewed the physical messages was 97% (SD = 2.6%), 
indicating similar accuracy levels between message type. On completion of the lexical 
decision task, participants completed a self-report questionnaire assessing demographic 
information, personality, message arousal and message acceptance. 
2.3.1. Personality Scale. Carver and White’s (1994) BIS/BAS scales assessed 
participants’ BAS sensitivity (i.e., sensitivity to reward) or FFFS sensitivity (i.e., sensitivity 
to punishment). Using a 4-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 4 = strongly agree) this 
scale was developed to measure Gray’s original Reinforcement Sensitivity theory (i.e., 13 
BAS items and 7 BIS items). However, Heym, Ferguson, and Lawrence (2008) recently 
proposed that Carver and White’s 7 BIS items subscale should be subdivided to represent 
FFFS-Fear (3 items, α = .73) and BIS-Anxiety (4 items, α = .75). Thus, in the current study, 
the FFFS was computed by using the redefined 3 item FFFS-Fear subscale. The FFFS-Fear 
subscale questions included “Even if something bad is about to happen to me I rarely 
experience fear or nervousness”, “If I think something unpleasant is going to happen I usually 
get pretty worked up”, and “I have very few fears compared to my friends”. The scores were 
computed by averaging the 13 BAS items to represent BAS sensitivity and the 3 FFFS-Fear 
items to represent FFFS sensitivity. Only the FFFS-Fear subscale data are presented here as a 
measure of the FFFS trait. 
2.3.2. Message arousal ratings. Past research has found that word arousal may 
influence reaction times to word stimuli (Aquino & Arnell, 2007). Specifically, words which 
individuals had rated higher in arousal were associated with longer reaction times compared 
to words that individuals had rated lower in arousal (Aquino & Arnell, 2007). Thus, in the 
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current study, to assess and control for potential confounds associated with arousal levels of 
the different stimuli, individual words from the messages (used in the lexical decision task) 
were assessed for their perceived arousal via a 7-point semantic differential scale (1 = low 
arousal, 7 = high arousal; Aquino & Arnell, 2007). Further, each of the messages, in their 
entirety, were assessed for their perceived arousal via a 7-point semantic differential scale 
using the following word pairs: calm/jittery, dull/excited, and unaroused/ aroused (Bradley & 
Lang, 1994). 
2.3.3. Message manipulation check. A manipulation check for message framing 
(i.e., gain-framed and loss-framed) was adopted from Shen and Dillard (2007). A 7-point 
semantic differential scale was used with three word pairs: disadvantage/advantage, 
negative/positive, and loss/gain. 
2.3.4. Message acceptance measures. A 7-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 
7 = strongly agree) assessed participants’ message acceptance, comprising three scales of 
message effectiveness (2 items, for example, “I was persuaded by this message”), 
behavioural intentions (5 items, for example, “I intend to act in a way that is consistent with 
the message”), and attitudes (3 items, for example, “The message was consistent with my 
beliefs”). These items were based on previous measures of message persuasiveness (see 
Dillard & Peck, 2001; Shen & Dillard, 2007). In the current study, message effectiveness (α = 
.88), behavioural intentions (α = .87), and attitudes (α = .88) were all found to have 
acceptable internal consistency. 
3. Results 
Mediation analyses examined the extent to which individual differences influenced 
processing of semantic content of a gain-framed or loss-framed anti-speeding message and 
subsequent message acceptance (i.e., perceived message effectiveness, attitudes, and 
behavioural intentions). Due to hypothesised differences according to personality and 
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message frame, analyses were undertaken separately for the BAS trait with gain-framed 
messages and for the FFFS trait with loss-framed messages.4 Preliminary checks were 
initially undertaken, followed by mediation analyses to investigate the relationships between 
the variables. 
3.1. Preliminary checks 
3.1.1. Manipulation checks. A between-groups MANOVA was conducted to assess 
the effectiveness of the message framing manipulations (i.e., gain-framed and loss-framed). 
Participants who viewed the loss-framed messages were significantly more likely to rate 
these in the disadvantage (M = 4.25, SD = 1.51), negative (M = 4.08, SD = 1.62) and loss-
frame (M = 3.89, SD = 1.63), than participants who viewed the gain-framed messages, F(1, 3) 
= 4.12, p = .009. Conversely, those in the gain-framed message group rated their messages on 
average in the advantage (M = 5.08, SD = 1.36), positive (M = 4.62, SD = 1.68) and gain-
frame (M = 4.70, SD = 1.62). Thus, the messages were functioning as the researchers had 
intended. 
A 2 x 2 mixed-groups ANOVA was next conducted to assess if word arousal ratings 
confounded the lexical decision task data. The results revealed no significant differences 
between messages and lists of individual word stimuli on participants’ perceived word 
arousal ratings, p > .05, indicating similar word arousal ratings between message types (i.e., 
physical and social messages). 
3.1.2. Preliminary correlation analyses. Prior to the main mediation analyses, 
preliminary correlations were undertaken to assess the relationships between the BAS and the 
FFFS personality traits and the three measures of message acceptance (i.e., perceived 
message effectiveness, behavioural intentions, and attitudes). As anticipated, there was no 
                                                            
4 For completeness, analyses were repeated for the BAS and loss-framed message conditions and the FFFS and 
gain-framed message conditions, for which there were no significant effects found (see Supplement for further 
details).  
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significant relationship between the BAS and the FFFS subscale scores (r = .08, p = .400). 
Further, as expected, there were significant moderate to strong positive correlations between 
all three message acceptance measures (i.e., perceived message effectiveness, behavioural 
intentions, and attitudes) across all four message conditions (r ranged from .43 to .77 p <.05; 
refer to Supplement for further preliminary correlation results). 
3.2. Mediation analyses 
A series of mediation analyses were undertaken using a non-parametric bootstrapping 
procedure (Preacher & Hayes, 2004) to examine if reaction time to message words (used as 
an indicator of initial processing of the messages) mediated the relationship between 
personality and message acceptance. The indirect effect (ab) was checked using a re-
sampling of 5000 bootstrap samples and was considered significant if zero was excluded 
from the 95% confidence interval. The unstandardised betas are reported, as recommended by 
Preacher and Hayes (2004). 
Mediation occurs when a variable (i.e., the mediator) decreases the relationship 
between two additional variables (i.e., the independent and dependent variables, Preacher & 
Hayes, 2004). The mediator can explain all of the relationship between the independent and 
dependent variables (i.e., full mediation) or account for some of the relationship between 
these two variables (i.e., partial mediation; Preacher & Hayes, 2004). Figures 2 and 3 depict 
the direct pathway of the personality traits (i.e., BAS and FFFS) on the three message 
acceptance measures and the indirect pathway of the personality traits via initial processing 
of the message content (as measured by subsequent reaction times to message words) and the 
message acceptance measures.5 
                                                            
5 While mediation was considered by the authors as the most appropriate and parsimonious analysis with which 
to test the study’s hypothesis, for any readers interested in the main and interactional effects, the Supplement 
presents results of a series of ANOVAs which were conducted using median splits of the BAS and FFFS scores 
that further explore these effects on the processing of the words in the social messages and physical messages, 
respectively. 
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3.2.1. BAS personality and message acceptance 
3.2.1.1. BAS and perceived message effectiveness. For participants exposed to the 
social gain-framed message, there was a significant negative relationship between BAS and 
reaction time to the social words (path a) (see Table 1). That is, individuals with a stronger 
BAS showed greater processing of the social gain-framed message. A significant negative 
relationship was found between reaction time to the social words and message effectiveness 
ratings (path b), indicating greater processing of the social gain-framed message was 
associated with higher ratings of message effectiveness. A significant positive relationship 
was found between BAS and message effectiveness (path c), suggesting a stronger BAS was 
associated with higher perceived effectiveness of the social gain-framed message. However, 
the direct effect of BAS on message effectiveness was not significant (path ć). The bootstrap 
results for indirect effects was significant, p < .05, suggesting initial processing of the social 
words in the gain-framed message mediated the relationship between BAS and message 
effectiveness. 
In contrast, no significant relationships were found between BAS, reaction time to 
physical words and message effectiveness for the physical gain-framed message (see Table 
1), indicating  initial processing of this message did not explain any relationship between 
BAS and message effectiveness. Further, BAS was not significantly associated with the 
message effectiveness of the physical gain-framed message. 
3.2.1.2. BAS and behavioural intentions and attitudes. No significant relationships 
were found between BAS, reaction time to message words presented in the gain-framed 
messages and behavioural intention or attitude ratings (see Table 1). Thus, initial processing 
of the physical or social message words did not significantly mediate any relationship 
between BAS and behavioural intention ratings or between BAS and attitude ratings. 
3.2.2. FFFS personality and message acceptance 
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3.2.2.1. FFFS and perceived message effectiveness. For participants exposed to the 
physical loss-framed message, there was a significant negative relationship between FFFS 
and reaction time to physical words (path a) (see Table 2). That is, individuals with a stronger 
FFFS showed greater processing of the physical loss-framed message. A significant positive 
relationship was found between reaction time to physical words and message effectiveness 
(path b). Thus, slower reaction times to words taken from the physical loss-framed message 
were associated with higher ratings of message effectiveness. However, the relationship 
between FFFS and message effectiveness was not significant (path c). Even when the total 
effect between the independent and dependent variables (path c) is not significant, it is still 
possible to have significant bootstrap results for indirect effects (see Preacher & Hayes, 
2004). In particular, these results may occur in cases where it is anticipated that the 
independent variable may not be directly related to the dependent variable. In this case, we 
examined the influence of FFFS on processing of words presented in the physical loss-frame 
message and how these processing biases influenced message effectiveness. Thus, it can be 
anticipated that the FFFS may not be directly related to message effectiveness. The current 
results showed that the bootstrap results for indirect effects was significant, suggesting that 
initial processing of the physical words presented in the loss-framed message was a partial 
mediator of the relationship between FFFS and message effectiveness. 
For participants exposed to the social loss-framed message, FFFS was not related to 
reaction time to social words (path a) or message effectiveness (path c) (see Table 2). There 
was a significant negative relationship between reaction time to social words and message 
effectiveness (path b), indicating greater processing of the social loss-framed message was 
associated with higher ratings of message effectiveness. The bootstrap results for indirect 
effects was not significant. These results suggests that for participants exposed to the social 
loss-framed message, initial processing of the social words, while directly associated with 
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message effectiveness, did not mediate the relationship between FFFS and message 
effectiveness. In fact, FFFS was not related to perceived effectiveness for the social loss-
framed message. 
3.2.2.2. FFFS and behavioural intention. For participants exposed to the physical 
loss-framed message, there was a significant positive relationship between reaction time to 
the physical words and behavioural intention ratings (path b) (see Table 2). That is, slower 
reaction times to words taken from the physical loss-framed message were associated with a 
greater reported intention to comply with this message. The relationship between FFFS and 
behavioural intentions was not significant (path c). The bootstrap results for the indirect 
effect was significant, p < .05, suggesting initial processing of the physical words presented 
in the loss-framed message was a partial mediator of the relationship between FFFS and 
behavioural intentions. 
For participants exposed to the social loss-framed message, the mediation results 
revealed that there was a significant negative relationship between reaction time to social 
words and behavioural intention ratings (path b) (see Table 2). Thus, indicating greater 
processing of the social loss-framed message was associated with a greater reported intention 
to comply with this message. However, FFFS was not related to behavioural intentions (path 
c) and the bootstrap results for the indirect effect was also not significant These results 
suggest that for participants exposed to the social loss-framed message, initial processing of 
social words, while directly associated with intention to comply with this message, did not 
mediate the relationship between FFFS and behavioural intention. 
3.2.2.3. FFFS and attitude. No significant relationships were found between FFFS, 
reaction time to loss-framed message words and attitude ratings (see Table 2). Thus, for 
participants exposed to the loss-framed messages, initial processing of the physical and social 
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message words did not significantly mediate any relationship between FFFS and attitude 
ratings. 
4. Discussion 
Overall, the findings provide some support for the role of personality in processing 
biases towards different types of messages. Further, these processing biases influence 
subsequent message acceptance, for some messages. 
4.1. BAS and message acceptance 
The finding that initial processing of the social words presented in the gain-framed 
message accounted for the relationship between BAS and message effectiveness is consistent 
with r-RST and previous cognitive research (Gray & McNaughton, 2000). Individuals who 
are more sensitive to reward show an attentional bias towards incentive stimuli, and hence 
process the gain-framed social message content at a greater level and in turn, perceive this 
message to be more effective. This finding suggests that advertising messages could be 
designed to target the message frame and content towards different personalities to increase 
their effectiveness for persuading such subgroups. 
While processing of the social gain-framed message was found to influence message 
effectiveness, it did not influence individuals’ attitudes or behavioural intentions. This 
finding indicates that although reward sensitive individuals perceive the social gain-framed 
message to be effective, they may be no more inclined to show a more favourable attitude 
towards the gain-framed message or report a greater intention to comply with this message 
than those individuals with less reward sensitivity. However, past research (see Dillard et al., 
2007; Dillard, Weber, & Vail, 2007) has shown that perceived message effectiveness has a 
strong positive relationship with actual message effectiveness. That is, individuals who 
perceived the message to be effective (in this case, reward sensitive participants who viewed 
the social gain-framed message) may be more likely to act in accordance with the message. 
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Nonetheless, future research should also measure actual speeding behaviour after message 
exposure to determine if this is the case. 
A further explanation for this somewhat discrepant finding relates to optimism bias, 
which is the tendency for individuals to perceive that they are less likely than others to 
experience the negative consequences of their actions (see Harré, Foster, & O’Neill, 2005; 
White, Cunningham, & Titchener, 2011). Research regarding other perceptual biases, such as 
the third person effect, suggests such biases may influence the extent to which individuals 
regard road safety advertising messages as having an influence on themselves (i.e., their 
attitudes and intentions) relative to others (Lewis, Watson, & Tay, 2007). Future research 
should consider including a measure to check for such perceptual biases. 
While the results showed some support for the social gain-framed message, no 
significant mediating effects of processing bias (between BAS and message persuasion) were 
found for the physical gain-framed message. This may potentially be due to the different 
word stimuli used between the message types. While we used the SUBTLEXUS lexical corpus 
(Brysbaert & New, 2009) to control for word frequencies and arousal ratings between 
message types, it is possible that participants may have processed the social and physical 
words differently. Firstly, word stimuli in the physical messages (e.g., crash) commonly 
appear in current Australian road safety advertising messages given they are consistent with 
physical threats that are typically used in this context (Lewis et al., 2010). However, the word 
stimuli presented in the social messages (e.g., care) are less common in this advertising 
context (though just as common in the SUBTLEXUS corpus) due to the relatively less 
frequent use of such approaches in advertising practice (e.g., see Queensland Government, 
2010). Similarly, loss-framed road safety messages relating to fear based campaigns are 
typically used in Australian road safety campaigns (Lewis et al., 2010). In this way, prior 
exposure within an advertising context may have led the participants to perceive the word 
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stimuli presented in the gain-framed physical message to be similar to that presented in 
current loss-framed road safety appeals. Thus, the participants’ previous exposure of road 
safety campaigns may have obscured any BAS effects in this message condition. 
Secondly, the physical word stimuli used in the gain-framed message may have failed 
to activate the BAS (or activated the FFFS instead) as participants may have associated the 
physical word stimuli with loss-framed messages and hence these acted as aversive cues. 
Alternatively, for the same reason, the physical word stimuli may have simultaneously 
activated the BAS and FFFS, resulting in the activation of the BIS. However, with our 
modest sample size, an explicit test of the BIS by incorporating a further mix cue condition 
was beyond the study’s scope. Thus, further research is required to assess the impact of BIS 
when viewing these types of gain-framed messages, compared with a mixed cue condition 
(i.e., gain and loss-framed stimuli within the same message) which is theorised to activate the 
BIS (Gray & McNaughton, 2000). Future research should also examine the BIS in the context 
of conflicting message cues that may arise from individuals viewing both message types. 
4.2. FFFS and message acceptance 
The FFFS is activated by aversive cues, resulting in avoidance behaviour (Gray & 
McNaughton, 2000). Individuals who are more sensitive to punishment demonstrate an 
attentional processing bias towards aversive stimuli, in this case, the physical words 
presented in the loss-framed condition. However, this processing bias led participants to 
perceive this message to be less effective and report a lower intention to comply with the 
physical loss-framed message. 
One explanation for these results may be that the physical loss-framed message 
activated avoidance behaviour (via activation of the FFFS) in those with a stronger FFFS and, 
as a result, these individuals rated this message to be less persuasive (as measured by 
message effectiveness and behavioural intention). While message processing was consistent 
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with the theoretical influence of FFFS (Gray & McNaughton, 2000), past research has found 
that individuals with a stronger original Behavioural Inhibition System perceived loss-framed 
messages (which were addressing dental hygiene) to be more persuasive than those with a 
stronger Behavioural Approach System (e.g., Mann et al., 2004). However, they did not 
directly compare strong and weak original Behavioural Inhibition System scores. Unlike the 
original Behavioural Inhibition System which is theoretically linked to the emotion of 
anxiety, the FFFS is linked to the emotion of fear and may therefore react differently to the 
loss-frame message stimuli than the original Behavioural Inhibition System. 
In contrast to the physical loss-framed results, initial processing of the social loss-
framed message did not account for the observed relationships between the FFFS and 
message acceptance. It is possible that the social themed words were perceived by 
participants to be more positive valenced and thus activated the BAS, as for the social gain-
framed message condition. In contrast, the physical words may have been perceived to be 
more negative valenced and thus activated the FFFS, as found in the physical loss-framed 
message condition. These explanations are speculative, however, and future research should 
examine if message themes and their particular stimuli influence message persuasiveness. 
This study is the first study to objectively examine individual differences in the 
cognitive processing of road safety messages aligned with FFFS traits and the influence these 
trait-led processing differences have on acceptance of loss-frame messages. Thus, replication 
of this study’s findings is needed to better understand the mechanisms underlying the 
relationship the current study found between the processing biases of individuals with a 
strong FFFS and their acceptance of physical loss-frame road safety messages. Future 
research could also compare effects of exposure to a pure loss message with a mixed 
loss/gain message (i.e., a message that combines both gain and loss cues) and/or with 
sequential exposure to both pure loss and gain-framed messages, to examine if mixed 
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message exposure influences how those with a stronger FFFS process and subsequently 
accept road safety messages. It should also be noted that the current results are based on a 
controlled laboratory environment where participants were required to view and respond to 
one of four written road safety messages; a necessary first step in examining these research 
questions. However, in a naturalistic environment, those punishment sensitive individuals 
may choose to ignore this message and thus, not attend to (and subsequently process) 
physical loss-framed messages. As such, future research should also test these effects in other 
types of testing environments that increase the external validity of the findings 
 In summary, the findings from the current study suggest that social gain-framed 
messages are processed to a greater extent by reward sensitive individuals and therefore 
appear to be more effective for such individuals. In contrast, physical loss-framed messages 
are processed to a greater extent by punishment sensitive individuals, though this processing 
bias renders this message type as less effective, leading to lower intentions to comply with 
this message. As noted, future research should replicate and further examine the nature of this 
relationship in other message conditions and testing environments. The findings of past 
research have supported the notion that one size does not fit all when it comes to road safety 
advertising messages (Lewis et al., 2007). Thus, by increasing our understanding of the 
factors that motivate risky driving behaviour for different groups of drivers, a variety of 
targeted road safety messages could be designed accordingly 
4.3. Practical implications 
As personality traits are unlikely to change (or be changed), arguably, more targeted 
messages may be able to be devised by aligning the message content and frame with the 
processing styles of particular individuals or groups of individuals. Road safety messages 
typically use physical loss frames that focus on threats of injury/death (as a consequence of 
unsafe/illegal driving) in the attempt to persuade individuals to adopt safer driving behaviours 
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(e.g., Donovan & Henley, 1997). However, the current study has shown the potential value of 
directing social gain-framed messages to reward sensitive individuals. As  past research has 
found that individuals with a stronger reward system (based on self-reported personality 
scores) were more likely to violate road safety rules than those with a weaker reward system 
(Castellá & Pèrez, 2004), social gain-framed messages may represent a persuasive alternative 
in the attempt to reach these higher risk individuals. While it is acknowledged that campaign 
designers may be unaware of their intended audience motivation systems, a range of both 
gain-frame and loss-frame messages could be designed to target both those individuals who 
are sensitive to rewards and punishments, respectively. By targeting messages according to 
personality types, this practice may increase the likelihood that more individuals may be 
persuaded to adopt safer driving behaviours specifically as well as other healthier/safer 
practices more broadly. 
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Figure 1. Major elements of the study’s design 
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Figure 2. (a) The direct pathway between the BAS trait and gain-frame message acceptance 
and (b) the indirect pathway between the BAS trait, processing of the gain-frame message 
content (social or physical words), and message acceptance. 
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Figure 3. (a) The direct pathway between the FFFS trait and loss-frame message acceptance 
and (b) the indirect pathway between personality traits, processing of the loss-frame message 
content (social or physical words), and message acceptance. 
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Table 1 
Mediation Results: Physical and Social Gain-Framed Messages 
Path/effect     Bootstrapping 
B  SE  BC 95% CI   p 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Physical Condition 
 
BAS-RT-effectiveness 
  a (BAS-RT)            51.53  66.58            -85.94, 187.15  .446 
  b (RT-effectiveness)  0.00  0.00            -0.01, 0.00  .485 
  c (BAS-effectiveness) 0.10  0.81            -1.57, 1.76  .907 
  ć    0.19  0.83            -1.52, 1.19  .825 
  ab              -0.09  0.36            -1.50, 0.26  .590 
 
BAS-RT- intention 
  b (RT-intention)  0.00  0.00            -0.01, 0.00  .101 
  c (BAS-intention)  0.33  0.65            -1.01, 1.67  .618 
  ć    0.56  0.64            -0.76, 1.88  .391 
  ab              -0.23  0.30            -0.95, 0.25  .355 
 
BAS-RT-attitude 
  b (RT-attitude)  0.00  0.00            -0.01, 0.00  .465 
  c (BAS-attitude)            -0.47  0.69            -1.89, 0.94  .499 
  ć              -0.39  0.71            -1.85, 1.05  .581 
  ab              -0.08  0.26            -1.00, 0.21  .581 
 
Social Condition 
 
BAS-RT-effectiveness 
  a (BAS-RT)                      -89.98  41.30            -175.64, -4.32  .040 
  b (RT-effectiveness)            -0.01  0.003            -0.014, -0.001  .026 
  c (BAS-effectiveness) 1.42  0.66  0.05, 2.80  .043 
  ć    0.75  0.66            -0.63, 2.13  .270 
  ab    0.67  0.50  0.003, 2.03  <.05 
 
BAS-RT-intention 
  b (RT-intention)  0.00  0.00            -0.01, 0.00  .079 
  c (BAS-intention)  0.47  0.33            -0.21, 1.15  .166 
  ć    0.20  0.35            -0.51, 0.92  .561 
  ab    0.27  0.20            -0.01, 0.82  .145 
 
BAS-RT-attitude 
  b (RT-attitude)  0.00  0.00            -0.00, 0.01  .513 
  c (BAS-attitude)  0.59  0.40            -0.25, 1.41  .157 
  ć    0.71  0.45            -0.22, 1.64  .126 
  ab              -0.13  0.20            -0.85, 0.08  .506 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Note. CI = confidence interval; BAS = Behavioural Activation System; RT = reaction time to 
message words. 
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Table 2 
Mediation Results: Physical and Social Loss-Framed Messages 
Path/effect     Bootstrapping 
B  SE  BC 95% CI   p 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Physical Condition 
 
FFFS-RT-effectiveness 
  a (FFFS-RT)                    -100.48  40.29            -183.45, -17.51 .020 
  b (RT-effectiveness)  0.01  0.003  0.002, 0.014  .008 
  c (FFFS-effectiveness)        -0.89  0.66            -2.24, 0.47  .190 
  ć              -0.05  0.65            -1.39, 1.28  .935 
  ab              -0.83  0.42            -1.91, -0.22  <.05 
 
FFFS-RT- intention 
  b (RT-intention)  0.01  0.002  0.001, 0.010  .019 
  c (FFFS-intention)            -0.65  0.49            -1.65, 0.35  .192 
  ć              -0.10  0.49            -1.12, 0.92  .842 
  ab              -0.55  0.28            -1.30, -0.15  <.05 
 
FFFS-RT-attitude 
  b (RT-attitude)  0.00  0.00            -0.01, 0.01  .828 
  c (FFFS-attitude)            -0.38  0.52            -1.45, 0.68  .466 
  ć              -0.32  0.59            -1.54, 0.89  .587 
  ab              -0.06  0.29            -0.57, 0.57  .820 
 
Social Condition 
 
FFFS-RT-effectiveness 
  a (FFFS-RT)                        -6.73  49.89            -109.93, 96.48  .894 
  b (RT-effectiveness)            -0.01  0.003            -0.12, -0.001  .025 
  c (FFFS-effectiveness)        -0.94  0.70            -2.38, 0.51  .192 
  ć              -0.98  0.64            -2.30, 0.34  .137 
  ab    0.04  0.37            -0.68, 0.91  .891 
 
FFFS-RT-intention 
  b (RT-intention)            -0.01  0.003            -0.011, -0.002  .008 
  c (FFFS-intention)            -0.67  0.61            -1.94, 0.59  .281 
  ć              -0.72  0.53            -1.82, 0.38  .190 
  ab    0.04  0.37            -0.63, 0.88  .891 
 
FFFS-RT-attitude 
  b (RT-attitude)  0.00  0.00            -0.01, 0.00  .056 
  c (FFFS-attitude)            -1.00  0.57            -2.17, 0.17  .090 
  ć              -1.03  0.53            -2.13, 0.07  .065 
  ab    0.03  0.28            -0.54, 0.63  .891 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Note. CI = confidence interval; FFFS = Fight-Flight-Freeze System; RT = reaction time to 
message words. 
